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The ongoing U. S. program in radioactivity transport, and deposition in Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Reactors (LMFBRs) was initiated in 1968. Until very

recently this program was directed exclusively to the definition of design and

operating requirenents for the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) needed to petnlt

contact maintenance on primary system components.

The FFTF Is designed to permit an ultimate core discharge temperature of

1100'F (593"C) but with initial operation at 900*F (482"C). This established

the test temperature range.

As with the EER-H, it is not presently planned to operate the FFTF with

breached driver fuel. Upon detecting gas leaking from a breached pin, the

reactor will be shut down and the defected fuel removed before starting the

reactor up again. This node of operation will restrict the release of fission

products Into the coolant strean. It establishes radioactive corrosion product

transport as our principal concern in the FFTF primary system.

The FFTF Is a piped system with three primary loop equipment cells. Accessi-

bility to these cells for maintenance and Inspection operations is the principal

area of concern. Because the specific points or radionuclide deposition within

the cell will have only a secondary impact on general cell radiation levels,

the very knotty problems of deposition kinetics and scale-up of small loop data

were deferred with program priority being placed on work leading to source term

reduction.

Provision is made for the installation of a small number of closed loop systems

in the FFTF core region. These will have the capability of exposing test fuel

elements at temperatures greater than 1200°F (649°C) and, being isolated from

the 7FTF main coolant stream, can operate with defected or vented test fuel.

These more extreme closed loop conditions were given low priority in our

radioactivity transport program for two reasons. Firstly, these systems are

designed for removal and replacement if the closed loop cell contamination

levels rise so high as to compromise further test operations. This satisfies
JFTF operations requirements. Secondly, we believe that these closed loop

systems are in themselves the best test vehicles that we can use in studying |JJ0

high temperature corrosion and fission product transport, deposition, and

control phenomena in sodium systems. Thus, laboratory modeling of closed loop

systems was deferred in favor of direct monitoring of the systems themselves

when they become available.

The special problem of radioactivity buildup In the FFTF primary cold trap was

resolved at the design level by providing for remote change-out and removal.

For these reasons, priority in the U. S. program was placed on studies of

temperature and oxygen level effects on the release rates of radioactive

corrosion products from the core regions of the FFTF.

This program to date has led to a better definition of the Impact of going from

900°F (482°C) to HOO'F (593°C) mixed-nean core exit temperature operation on

the rate of radioactivity buildup In the FFTF primary systems. Laboratory

tests have shown that operating the primary sodium coolant at 0.5 ppm oxygen

will reduce the radioactive corrosion product core release rate. This latter

affects the FFTF core trap system design and operations criteria and emphasizes

the need for better oxygen level measurement - possibly the Installation of

on-line monitors. Detailed program results to date and the experimental tech-

niques used are covered In other U. S. papers in this meeting.

The general scope of the maintenance problems in the FFTF is shown In Figure 1.

The radiation level from surface deposits of Mn-54 and Co-58 and -60 were

calculated for detector positions as noted on the graph as a function of
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operating time in years. The curves show the calculated levels for the 1100°F

(593°C) core outlet temperature case and indicate a severe accessibility problem

to the FFTF primary system cell. The one-seventh reduction for the 900°F (482°C)

core outlet temperature case is based on normalized corrosion correlations of

the General Electric and Westinghouse curves developed In the 1960s. Contact

maintenance would still be prohibitive.

Temperature effects on radiation levels in the heat transport system cell are

shown in Figure 2 for 1100'F (593°C) and 900'F (482°C) core outlet operating

temperatures. While the 900T (482*C) cell radiation level Is significantly

below the high temperature case It is still too hleh for practical contact

maintenance - which Is shown at the 200 mR/Hr level. The Source Term Control



Loop (STCL) data is shown as an internedlate value lower than the 1100'F

(593"C) case. The STCL curve was obtained by taking the measured transnort

and deposition values from the 1120°F (604*C) laboratory data and extrapolating

to the surface/volune characteristics of the FFTF system. Again, all three

projections are well above the contact maintenance level.

The effect of these activity levels on contact maintenance is shown in

Figure 3. The estimated heat transport system cell radiation levels are shown

on the abscissa for core discharge temperatures of 900°F (482*C) and 1100'F

(593*C) for both long and short term conditions. The numbers of craftsnen

needed for two typical maintenance operations are plotted as a function of

cell activity level. Under the assumed conditions of 650 raREM/MAN it would

take between 100 and 200 craftsmen to perform these maintenance operations in

the low temperature case and about a thousand for the high temperature case.

The latest estimates of the FFTF radiation levels are shown in Figure 4. By

each curve Is noted the point where the projected radiation level would be

observed - that is a point above the hot leg piping or a point above the cold

leg piping, plus the core inlet sodium temperature. The core discharge

temperature is in all cases 300°F (149°C) higher than the noted inlet

temperature.

The data source for the SOO'F (427*C) core inlet curves are based on the

1120"? (604°C) laboratory test results for 0.5 and 2.5 ppm oxygen. The data

for the 600°F (316°C) core inlet curves are a result of extrapolating surface

corrosion rates and to-54 diffusion rates downward to 900"F (482°C) from the

test temperature of 1120°F (604°C). Activation energies for this extrapolation
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were derived from the Westinghouse corrosion correlation and the Smith - Hales

manganese diffusion correlation.

The effects of oxygen level on activity buildup extrapolated from the

laboratory data are clearly seen in Figure 4. Differences between hot leg

and cold leg general radiation levels are also shown. The most striking

feature of this new projection Is the much greater reduction in radiation

levels than in previous projections for the lower temperature condition.

This correlation results In a reduction of approximately 20 compared with

the factor of seven used In the earlier projections. The new correlation

would permit contact maintenance while the older ones would not. Flans

are currently being formulated In the U. S. program to reduce the uncertainty

in thin temperature extrapolation.

Additional work also is needed to refine radionuclide production rates and 1Q7

distribution functions. Parent material concentration gradients in fuel

cladding and flux spectra can cause wide variation in radionuclide surface

concentrations. Figure 5 shows an example of the combined effects of

corrosion and flux spectra on daughter/parent ratios for an element exposed

in EBR-II. These effects must be integrated over the entire core to provide

a better source term In the overall radiation transport nodel. The 1200°F

(649*C) top-of-the-core data reflects a significant Increase in the Co-58

ratio and the characteristic leaching of Mn-54 near the cladding surface.

An active program is planned to monitor transport and deposition in the

FFTF primary systems to upgrade and verify calculation models. Radiation

surveys in the primary system equipment cells will be taken during reactor

shutdown by direct access initially as long as the general cell radiation

level permits. In addition, the HTS-2 cell has been equipped with six

shielding penetrations to permit well-collimated readings of points on the

hot and cold leg piping as shown in Figure 6. Read-out points in the hot

leg are (1) the isolation valve body, (2) by the delayed neutron detector,

(3) pump inlet and (4) intermediate heat exchanger inlet, and the cold leg,

(5) at the intermediate heat exchanger outlet and (6) the check valve inlet.

Another activity recently initiated is the development of traps or specific

materials which will remove or reduce radioactive corrosion product radio-

nuclides before the coolant stream reaches the open areas of the equipment

cell. Efforts to date on small scale sodium loops show promise for reducing

the radioactivity burden in reactor maintenance areas. A prototype device

is scheduled for reactor test in the near future.

The development and upgrading of an analytical model to describe the

production, transport, and disposition of radioactive materials in primary

sodium coolant systems is a continuing activity in the U. S. program. Until

recently modeling development was confined to radioactive corrosion product

transport to meet specific FFTF needs but plans are now being formulated to

extend these studies to Include fuel and fission products for Clinch River

Breeder Reactor (CRBR) and LMFBR applications.

Early calculations for FFTF shielding design requirements were greatly

simplified by broad generalized assumptions. Radionuclide release rates

were based on bulk cladding corrosion calculations with the radioactive



corrosion products assumed to plate-out uniformly in the ex-core primary

system. This simplified model is being improved currently by defining

release factors for manganese? and cobolt to more accurately reflect their

deviation from stoiciometrlc release from type 316 stainless steel and to

better distinguish specific radionuclide deposition patterns in hot and

cold leg plate-out. This modeling activity is now being expanded to include

fuel particulate and fission products behavior in response to the new and

different requirements imposed by the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project.

The CRBR has a primary heat transport system layout very similar to that in

the FFTF. It contains a three-loop primary system utilizing similar

la-containment Individual equipment cells. The major differences are

operational. CRBR will operate at a core discharge average temperature of

about 1050*F (565'C). Without controls this would lead to sufficiently high

radiation levels in the equipment cells, considering only radioactive

corrosion product transport and deposition, to preclude reasonable cell

personnel access.

Also, the CRBR is being designed to operate with a limited number of fuel

pins leaking fission gas into the primary sodium - the design basis being up

to 1Z of a core loading. Thus, fuel or blanket cladding failures which

exhibit only fission gas releases will not be removed from the core. However,
.•»•

fuel assembly cladding breaches having concurrent or subsequent indications

of fuel exposure to sodium beyond a defined limit are to be removed from the

core. These fuel exposure limits are presently defined by the sensitivity of

the delayed neutron detection systems on the primary loops which has been
2

calculated to be 0.5g of fuel washed out or 0.65cm of fuel exposed to flowing

sodium.

This run beyond failure operational mode could add significantly to the

maintenance radiation burden throughout the primary coolant system and for

its Individual components. We feel these problems will be prototyplc of

LMFBR systems and are presently restructuring the U. S. Radioactivity Control

Technology Program to meet them.

One large problem area which will be -addressed is the uncertainty involved

In predicting the release fractions of fission products and fuel washout

from irradiated defected fuel. The release calculations for CRBR have been

based largely on the Kayser release models . However, Kayser's numbers were

derived for shielding specifications. He used "conservative" values and

correlations throughout. For our maintenance requirements, we are more

interested in the "most probable" values. Thus, the CRBR radiation level

calculations represent pessimistic values for maintenance projections. A

working group of U. S. experts in the fuels development program was formed

early this year to factor into the existing model the additional data base

generated in the U. S. failed fuel irradiation programs at Argonne National

Laboratory, Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory, and General Electric

Corporation. These results should bs available soon and will be used to

update the CRBR projections.

Another aroa being addressed to reduce fuel and fission product release is

the development of more sensitive fual-sodiure concact detection methods.

Greater sensitivity for the detection of fuel cladding failure progression

from the sinpl'. »as leaker case to a sodium-fuel contact condition would

require less fuel washout and fission product release before a positive

determination could be made. Laboratory tests are being conducted on a

sodium sampler utilizing a gas sparging step to strip iodine daughter

products from a sodium sample. It shows promise of improving aodlum-fuel

contact detection sensitivity by as much as a factor of 20 over that of the

existing delayed neutron detection systems. Reactor testing of this device

is scheduled at EBR-II in about two years.

Modeling studies for radioactive corrosion product transport are being

continued for CRBR and are being expanded to include particulate fuel

release and soluble fission product effects.

Preliminary calculations have been made on projected radiation levels in the

CRBR to provide biological shield design guidelines. Similar simplifying

assumptions were made for the CRBR corrosion product projections as those

used in earlier FFTF calculations including thj approximation that released

radionuclides plate-out uniformly around the priaary coolant loops. The

principle difference is that CRBR assumes that plutonium and fission products

could be being released from up to 13! of the fuel pins in the core. A major

objective of the U. S. program during the next several years will be to refine

these calculations.

Laboratory studies are being initiated to study:

1) Source term release mechanises for fuel particulates and fission

products
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2) Kinetics of fuel particulate and soluble fission product transport

and deposition

3) Control methods - materials or devices that act as irreversible

deposition sinks for the radioactivity.

The initial priority for these laboratory studies will be placed on fuel

particulate behavior and control. Fuel solids will contain both plutonium

and insoluble fission products. Thus, very high levels of gamma activity

can occur at points of deposition in addition to the potential alpha surface
contamination. Either of these conditions would constitute sizeable obstacles

to component maintenance operations. Control studies for soluble fission

products will be conducted simultaneously but at a lower priority.

The projections show that without a major breakthrough in radionuclide

transport control technology, LMFBR primary system components will quickly

become too radioactive for contact maintenance. One alternative to recover

these components for reuse would be the construction and use of very

expensive remote maintenance cells. Another alternative, and one we are

pursuing, is to develop decontamination cethods which will remove the surface

radioactivity without damage to the component. This program is currently in

the reagent screening phase. Both organic and inorganic reagents are being

tested. It is a difficult task. The selected process(es) must be effective

against both surface deposition (including plutonium contamination) and

radioactive elements diffused into the base metal. The process must be

well controlled and not damaging to the component structure.

It is expected that candidate processes will be selected by mid-year 1976.

Following this will be extensive pilot facility testing before the final

processing specification will be ready for plant application.

Another phase of the U. S. program is concerned wich developing measures to

control the release of tritium to the environment outside the reactor

containment. This radioisotope presents a special problem because of its

ability to diffuse through steel walls at UtFBR coolant system temperatures.

As the allowable gaseous effluent releases become more and more restricted,

tritium becomes more of « problem. This is illustrated in Figure 7 where

tritium is estimated to constitute ehe major portion of gaseous radionuclides

released from the FFTF plant. While all levels of released activity are

below the exposure limit for noble gases, the maximum hypothetical release

of tritium is a factor of ten higher than fission gas leakage from the reactor

operating with 13 failed fuel in the core plus leakage fron four closed loop 1QQ

system operating with vented fuel and constitutes the greatest threat to n

"Zero release" plant.

The tritium release problems from the FFTF and the CRBR are different. The

FFTF uses air dump heat exchangers for reactor cooling and so the tritium

leakage path is through the secondary coolant system to direct release Into

the coolant air through the dump heat exchanger walls. The CRBR, like

other LMFBRs, will utilize a steam generator which will lead to a water sink

for tritium from the secondary sodium system.

The sources of tritium in a typical LHFBR have been estimated and are shown

in Figure 8. Activation of B.C in the control rods is identified as the

largest single source of tritium. Experimental irradiation of B,C pellets

In EBR-II has Indicated that essentially none of this tritium ia released

from the B.C structure.4

The other major source of tritium and the largest release of tritium to the

primary sodium is fission of the reactor fuel. Examination of irradiated

fuel ' indicates that from 95Z to 992 of the tritium generated in oxide

fuels clad with stainless steel is released to the primary coolant.

A model for tritium transport and release has been developed . This tritium

behavior model was used to calculate the tritium distribution in EBR-II. •* The

results of these calculations are shown in Figure 9. The calculated tritium

concentrations agree reasonably well with the measured values in most

locations in the reactor. However, the model needs to be refined In the

areas of stack release and cover gas levels. The major areas of technical

uncertainty remaining are cold trap Interaction mechanisms and effects of

piping surface oxide films on overall tritium diffusion/release kinetics.

Laboratory work is being continued in these areas.

An on-line monitor for tritium in sodium has been developed and proof-

tested . Units are currently being installed on the EBR-II primary and

secondary sodium systems. These devices are also being modified to operate

In cover gas regions. Following their installation, a series of tests will

be run in the EBR-II heat transport systems to verify and upgrade the tritium

transport model.

Tritium control utilizing cold trap operating modes are being studied — both

in the laboratory and at EBR-II. Some preliminary experiments were run in



a new trltiua test loop during initial system cleanup which gave some data

on cold trap efficiency for hydrogen and tritium removal. The results are

shown in Figure 10. Efficiency is defined 100 times the difference between

cold trap inlet and outlet concentrations over the difference between inlet

and equilibrium (time - «•) concentrations. Continuous hydrogen and tritium

monitors were used to make these measurements. It appears that the tritium

removal efficiency may be slightly lower than that for hydrogen, particularly

near the end of the cold-trapping run with low hydrogen levels in sodium.

This program is continuing and is being expanded to measure tritium precipita-

tions coefficients for both coprecipitations of hydrogen and tritium and for

isotopic exchange of tritium with hydrogen previously precipitated in the

cold trap. Other more advanced exchange or reaction type of control systems

are being developed as back-up to cold trap control.
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TRITIUM SOURCES IN LMFBR'S

RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION OF
TRITIUM DISTRIBUTION IN EBR-II

Fission

Activation of

Activation of

Activation of

Activation of

Activation of

3This tritium
to appear in

Expected Rate of Generation,
Source Ci/1000 MKe-yr

2 - 4 x 10"

B^C control rods 65,000a

B impurity in primary coolant <70

3 icpurity in core & blanket fuel 600

lithium in prinary coolant <S5

lithium in core and blanket fuel 1̂400

is expected to be retained in the control rods and not
reactor effluents.

Variable

Tritium in Prinary Sodium

Tritium in Prinary Cover Gas

Tritium in Secondary Sodium

Tritium in Secondary Cover Gas

Tritium in the Water System

Loss through the Primary Wall

Transport through IHX Tubing

Loss through Secondary Wall

Loss through the Steam Generators

Retained in the Primary Cold Trap

Retained in Secondary Cold Trap

Loss through Primary Cover Gas
Leakage

Loss by Decay to 3He

Loss in Air to Stack

Accumulation in Primary Sodium

Accumulation in Secondary Sodium

Accumulation in the Water System

Units

atoms/kg

atoms/liter

atoms/kg

atoms/liter

atoms/liter

atoms/sec

atoms/sec

atoms/sec

atons/sec

atoms/sec

atoms/sec

atoms/sec

atoms/sec

atoms /sec

atoms/sec

atoms/sec

atoms/sec

Computed
Value

1.75 x 1015

2.63 x 1011

2.95 x 1013

9.02 x 109

2.81 x 1011

1.56 x 1011

6.07 x 1012

1.66 x 1010

7.29 x 1010

1.37 x 1011*

5.24 x 1012

6.58 x 109

2.02 x 1013

1.63 x 1011

-0.99 x 1012

-6.40 x 109

-4.80 x 107

Observed
Value

1 x 1015

3 x 1012

3 x 1013

1.5 x 1011

3 x 10U

7.8 x 1010

8.35 x 1011

FIG. 8. FIG. 9.


